
TEAM RESCUEFirst-aid backpack, extremely compact and functional. 
Structure with performed padded walls, four 
removable inside pockets for various use (drugs, 
ventilation, intubation, infusion). Multiple-use internal 
pockets, external document pocket.
Multifunction outer bag, removable with quick release 
buckles, designed to contain a pediatic kit or semi-
automatic defibrillator. 
Outer dimensions: 36x30x64 cm
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6
kg

Padded ergonomic
shoulder straps.

Adjustable in length.

Easyly detachable
multiuse bag

Useful
top handle

Strong
YKK® zips

Pocket 
containing
rain cover

Fluorescent
Cordura 1000

Dupont®.
Waterproof.

Abrasion
resistant.

Pocket for
documents

Reflective stripes
protected by 
plastic film

Reflective
piping

Reflective
International

Rescue Symbol
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Pocket for long items
such as tubes for aspiration

Hypalon pocket
for emergency scissors

Transparent poliurethane
pockets for general 
medical instruments
and medication items

Velcro tapes
for bags fastening

Five modular bags made from
robust polyester fabric.
Completely padded for 

protection of items contained.
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MULTIUSE BAG
Easily detachable from the top of
the backpack by means of two fast
buckles.
Composed by two pockets with 
transparent double-zip opening and
central detachable flap with elastic
tools holders.
Designed to be used as pediatric 
bag or portable defibrillator bag.

DRUGS - SYRINGES BAG
Divided in two parts:

DRUGS (yellow)
Drugs section made by two flaps that can contain each: 
20 ampules on one side and 32 on the opposite side.
One of the two flaps is detachable by means of metal snaps.
Both flaps are equipped each side with drug name tag holder.
Bag is also equipped with one pocket for other kind of drugs.

SYRINGES/VENFLON (red)
Syrynges and venflon section composed by one transparent pocket 
with double-zip opening and one elastic pocket.
Designed to contain and protect a large quantity of syringes 
and venous cannulas.
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VENTILATION (blue)
Made by two transparent pockets with
double-zip opening; perfect to house
ambu-bags, face masks and other 
necessary items, such as airways and 
tubes for connecting oxygen bottles.

INFUSION (orange)
Equipped with one transparent pocket 
with double-zip opening, 
one flap with three elastic pockets and
two elastic stripes for big bottles.
Perfect for carrying the different kinds
of infusion bags, bottles and accessories.

INTUBATION (red)
Composed by one transparent pocket 
with double-zip opening;
one flap with two elastic pockets 
and 6 net pockets with velcro opening.
Designed to contain one laryngoscope, 
five blades, endotracheal tubes and
all the accessories needed for
intubation.
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